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I beg to introduce myself

Letter from an Indian Clerk

A letter dated January 16, 1913 came from India to the great
English mathematician G. H. Hardy and this is how the letter
began.

Dear Sir,
I beg to introduce myself to you as a clerk in the Accounts Department of the

Port Trust Office at Madras on a salary of only £20 per annum. I am now
about 23 years of age. I have no University education but I have undergone
the ordinary school course. After leaving school I have been employing the
spare time at my disposal to work at Mathematics. I have not trodden through
the conventional regular course followed in a University course, but I am
striking out a new path for myself. I have made special investigation of
divergent series in general and the results I get are termed by the local
mathematicians as startling.
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I beg to introduce myself

Hardy

G. H. Hardy was a math professor at Trinity College,
Cambridge university. Some insignificant clerk from India had
approached him, someone who claims to have no university
training but asserts to have made startling new discoveries in
mathematics.

By the second paragraph of his letter he was insisting he could
give meaning to negative values of the gamma function.

By the third he was disputing an assertion made by Hardy in
his work called Orders of Infinity. Ramanujan claimed to have
found an approximation for the prime counting function π(x)
using which the error is negligible. In other words he was
challenging the prime number theorem - the best approximation
known then.



I beg to introduce myself

Letter Conclusion

The letter concluded

I would request you to go through the enclosed papers. Being poor, if you
are convinced that there is anything of value I would like to have my theorems
published. I have not given the actual investigations nor the expressions that I
get but I have indicated the lines on which I proceed. Being inexperienced I
would very highly value any advice you give me.
Requesting to be excused for the trouble I give you.

I remain,
Dear Sir,

Yours truly,
S. Ramanujan



Ramanujan’s Background

Ramanujan’s Background

Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyengar came from a poor orthodox
Bramhin family in Madras. He was a brilliant student at school.
When he passed out, his headmaster introduced him as an
outstanding student who deserved scores higher than the
maximum possible marks. He received a scholarship for
college education.

But at college he lost interest in all subjects except
Mathematics. As a result he failed in most and lost his
scholarship. He enrolled in other colleges but again he excelled
in maths but failed most others. As a result, he could not get
any ‘certificate’ education beyond school.



Ramanujan’s Background

Ramanujan’s Background

Day and night he would do nothing but math. He would forget
his meals, his sleep in pursuit of math. His mother and wife had
to feed him while he carried out his passion.

Being a married person, his parent’s and wife’s responsibility
fell on him. He had to earn a living to sustain his family.

But who would give him a job? His work was of no value, lest
to say incomprehensible to Indian mathematicians. He became
so poor that he had no paper to work on and would do all his
math on a slate, only write down the results in paper.



Ramanujan’s Background

In Search for Patrons

Finally with the help of his friends, Ramanujan wrote to British
mathematicians expecting better audience from them. The first
two professors, H. F. Baker and E. W. Hobson, returned
Ramanujan’s papers without comment.

Then Ramanujan wrote to still another mathematician, G. H.
Hardy. Could Hardy help him?

And Hardy said yes.
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Ramanujan’s Background

In Search for Patrons

What was Ramanujan seeking through his appeals? Financial
support? World recognition? or something else. This is clear
from the conclusion,

if you are convinced that there is anything of value I would like
to have my theorems published...

Ramanujan just wanted to present his work before the world.
He always knew the genius in him and did not care for any
world recognition to accept it. Nor did he crave for money or
power. He was a very simple man who just wanted the bare
necessities of life to preserve his brain.

Ramanujan’s letter was aimed for the world to make use of his
extraordinary gifts, so that his work may not be buried unknown
with him.
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Ramanujan’s Background

Ramanujan’s wife Janaki (left) and mother Komalatammal



Ramanujan’s Background

The Begining

And this was just the beginning. The enclosed papers to which
Ramanujan referred went on for nine pages. There were
theorems in number theory, on evaluating definite integrals, on
summing infinite series, on transforming series and integrals,
theorems offering intriguing approximations to series and
integrals - perhaps fifty in all.

Hardy was stunned. Ramanujan’s pages of theorems were like
an alien forest whose trees were familiar enough to call trees,
yet so strange they seemed to come from another planet.

For the entire day, the Indian manuscript tussled with his brain,
with its, as Snow wrote, “wild theorems. Theorems such as he
had never seen before, nor imagined.”



Ramanujan’s Background

The Begining

The formulas grew no more straight forward, the quality of the
writer no clearer. Genius or fraud? Hardy couldn’t judge by
himself.

So he rushed for his friend’s help, J. E. Littlewood. Littlewood
was another great mathematician from Cambridge, a close
friend of Hardy and later also of Ramanujan.

The more they looked, the more dazzled they became.
Another colleague of theirs, E. H. Neville would later write “of
the theorems sent without demonstration, by this clerk of whom
we had never heard, not one could have been set in the most
advanced mathematical examination in the world.”



Ramanujan’s Background

The Begining

Hardy would rank Ramanujan’s letter as “certainly the most
remarkable I have ever received, its author a mathematician of
the highest quality, a man of altogether exceptional originality
and power.”

Ans so, before midnight, after hours of rummaging through the
papers, Hardy and Littlewood began to appreciate that they
have been browsing through the works of a genius.



Discovery of Ramanujan

Discovery of Ramanujan

Hardy sprung into action, he showed the letter to everyone,
sent parts of it to experts in particular fields, advised the India
Office in London of his interest in Ramanujan and of his desire
to bring him to Cambridge.

Hardy replied back to Ramanujan, acknowledging of his deep
interest in the theorems and results and his wish to see their
proofs. Ramanujan was notified of Hardy’s wish that he came
to Cambridge.

But Hardy soon learned that Ramanujan was not coming.
Religious bindings prevented Bramhins and other orthodox
Hindus from leaving the borders.



Discovery of Ramanujan

Discovery of Ramanujan

But Ramanujan was extremely gratified by Hardy’s response.
In his second letter, he wrote, “I have found a friend in you who
views my labours sympathetically.”

But of proofs, he shot back, “...you will not be able to follow my
methods of proof if I indicate the lines on which I proceed in a
single letter. ...What I tell you is this: Verify the results I give
and if they agree with your results, got by treading on the
groove in which the present day mathematicians move, you
should at least grant that there may be some truths in my
fundamental basis.”



Discovery of Ramanujan

Discovery of Ramanujan

He then proceed to pile up more theorems, expanding on the
ideas about prime numbers on which Hardy had challenged
him, and going on to new work - in all, nine more theorem
stuffed pages.



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan’s Spring

Many more letters were exchanged after that. In their
correspondence, Hardy was trying to wrest rigorous proofs
from Ramanujan. He knew what Ramanujan presented was
just the tip, many more were hidden under his sleeves.
Ramanujan held back, offering excuses.

Perhaps Ramanujan was afraid lest Hardy stole his work.
Assuming that, on Littlewood’s suggestion, he wrote to
Ramanujan convincing him that he had no such intention. Even
if he had such intention, Hardy assured that nothing would be
easier for Ramanujan than to expose him. Hardy was just
“genuinely anxious to see what can be done to give you a better
chance of making the best of your obvious mathematical gifts.”



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan’s Spring

This hurt Ramanujan. He wrote back, “I am not the least
apprehensive of my methods being utilized by others. On the
contrary my methods have been in my possession for the last
eight years and I have not found anyone to appreciate them. As
I wrote earlier I have found a sympathetic friend in you and I am
willing to place unreservedly in your possession what little I
have.”

On Hardy’s recommendation, Ramanujan was admitted to the
Presidence College in Madras and allowed to practice math
with single-minded devotion which had been his life long
dream. This was an exception made in Ramanujan’s case who
even lacked a bachelor’s degree.



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan’s Spring

Ramanujan’s only task was to prepare reports every three
months detailing his progress which he delivered dutifully on
time. In his first report, he offered a theorem - later to be called
Ramanujan’s Master Theorem - which would provide the
means to evaluate many definite integrals whose evaluation
was still not possible by known methods.

Ramanujan presented a powerful generalization of Frullani’s
1821 integral theorem that could be made to evaluate formerly
unyielding integrals. Hardy had written a paper on the Frullani
integral, but he had never seen in it what Ramanujan saw now.

This time Ramanujan provided proofs for his assertions but
they were his by unique methods different from the existing



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan’s Spring

ones. Ramanujan had discovered a new path of mathematics
for himself.

Later all the results would be proven true by the conventional
methods. Prof. Bruce Berndt, Associate Editor of The
Ramanujan Journal would see in Ramanujan’s approach a
message for mathematicians today: “We might allow our
thoughts to occasionally escape from the chains of rigor, and in
their freedom, to discover new pathways through the forest.”



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan - Hardy’s Discovery

Ramanujan the special research student, the friend of
Cambridge was now a hot topic in Indian intellectual circles,
and people were forever trooping through his house, as if to do
him homage. But all after Hardy and Littlewood appreciated his
work!

Hardy considered Ramanujan to be his own discovery. Hardy
also stated, “like all other great men, he [Ramanujan] invented
himself. I still know more about Ramanujan than anyone else,
am still the first authority on this particular subject. I owe more
to him than to any one else in the world with one exception
[Littlewood], and my own association with him is the one
romantic incident in my life.”



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan - Hardy’s Discovery

Ramanujan received a letter from Hardy asking him to make
acquaintance with E. H. Neville, who was coming to Madras to
give a series of lectures. Hardy’s real intention was though to
bring Ramanujan to England and he had made Neville the
instrument of his plan.

But for religious reasons, Ramanujan had no intention of
coming.



Discovery of Ramanujan

Ramanujan’s childhood abode at Kumbakonam, Madras



Ramanujan’s faith in God

Ramanujan’s faith in God

Ramanujan had strong faith in God. Everything that he
discovered, he attributed to the will of God. Goddess Namagiri,
whom he worshiped, he said, would come to his dreams and
give him the theorems and without Her counsel he could not
take any step. He claimed to be just the agent, God the real
doer.

Once on a car, the driver was enjoying himself, was alternating
sudden stops with sharp accelerations, jerking the passengers
around unmercifully. Said Ramanujan, “That man imagines he
has the power to go slow or fast at his pleasure. He forgets that
he gets the power through the current that flows in the
overhead wires. That is the way Maya works in the world.”



Ramanujan’s faith in God

Ramanujan’s faith in God

He often said, “An equation for me has no meaning, unless
it represents a thought of God.”
And this quality of Ramanujan inspires me the most.

Ramanujan was not a dogmatic ritual observer. A deity for him
meant just a symbol for God. Hardy cites Ramanujan as
remarking that all religions seemed equally true to him.

On the contrary, Hardy was a confirmed atheist. But even he
had to admit that Ramanujan “who for most of his life took
counsel from a family goddess, declaring it was she to whom
his mathematical insights were owed; whose theorems would at
intellectually backbreaking cost, be proved true - yet leave



Ramanujan’s faith in God

Ramanujan’s faith in God

mathematicians baffled that anyone could divine them at the
first place.”

Not only Hardy, many other mathematicians could see some
work of Divine in Ramanujan. In the 1930s, E. T. Bell would
remark, “When a truly great like the Hindu Ramanujan arrives
unexpectedly out of nowhere, even expert analysts hail him as
a gift from Heaven,” he wrote, crediting him with “all but
supernatural insight” into hidden connections between
seemingly unrelated formulas.

And Ramanujan was not alone in the mathematical world
holding strong faith in the Divine. Newton was an unquestioning
believer, felt humility in the face of the universe’s wonders,



Ramanujan’s faith in God

Ramanujan’s faith in God

studied theology on his own. Others in the western world
include Euler, Cauchy, Hermite and many more.

Finally Divine Will made the way for Ramanujan’s journey to
the west. In December 1913, at the Namagiri temple of
Namakal, Ramanujan rose from a dream, with the word that, in
a flash of brilliant light, he had received the adesh to bypass the
injunction against foreign travel.

On the morning of March 17, 1914, Ramanujan would sail for
England.



Ramanujan’s faith in God

Namagiri temple at Namakal



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s work at England

Finally Ramanujan, Hardy and Littlewood were together in
Cambridge. All the results that Ramanujan had sent were from
his three notebooks where he had accumulated his findings
over the past decade. And indeed those fat mathematics rich
letters, Hardy now saw represented the barest tip of the
iceberg. There were thousands of theorems, may be many
thousands, extending for page after page, hardly with any proof
or explanation.

The notebooks would frustrate whole generations of
mathematicians. After having being exposed to them for seven
years, Hardy would note that a mass of unpublished material
still awaited analysis.



Ramanujan at England

A page from Ramanujan’s second notebook



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s work at England

In 1914, Ramanujan’s first paper abroad appeared in the
Quarterly Journal of Mathematics under the title “Modular
Equations and Approximations to Pi”. It was filled with many
series approximations to π, many resting on modular equations.
Some of the series converged to π with astonishing rapidity. In
one, the very first term gave π to eight decimal places. Many
years later, Ramanujan’s work would provide the basis for the
fastest known computer algorithm for determining π.

Admission as a research student normally meant you already
had a university diploma or certificate. But in his case, the
requirement had been waived. In 1916 he received a B.A. on
the basis of his long paper on highly composite numbers.



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s work at England

About his work, Littlewood had written Hardy, “I can believe
that he’s at least a Jacobi.” Hardy would rate him even higher:“I
have never met his equal, I can compare him only with Euler or
Jacobi.”

On a scale out of 100 of natural mathematical ability, Hardy
assigned himself 25, Littlewood 30, and to David Hilbert, the
most eminent mathematician of his day, he assigned 80. To
Ramanujan he assigned 100.

In 1918 Hardy and Ramanujan studied the partition function
p(n) and gave a non-convergent asymptotic series that permits
exact computation of the number of partitions of an integer. To
see how far off they were, they set Major MacMohan to
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Ramanujan’s work at England

hand-calculate the values for the first 200 p(n). Taking n = 100,
the first 6 terms of their series gave 190569291.996 while
p(100)=190569292, an error after 6 terms of only 0.004. Similar
precision applied to p(200).

The findings let them to suspect very strongly that it is possible
to obtain an exact solution, and indeed Hans Rademacher was
able to refine their formula to find an exact convergent series
solution to this problem, but only in 1937.

Their work came as a shocker to the mathematical world. In
this and all of their joint work, Ramanujan was to come up with
the result while Hardy’s role was to provide an elaborate
mathematical proof.
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Ramanujan’s work at England

Cambridge mathematician Bela Bollobas noted, “I am sure
there are quite a few people who could have played Hardy’s
role. But Ramanujan’s role in that particular partnership I don’t
think could have been played by anybody else.”



Ramanujan at England

Hardy (left) and Littlewood



Ramanujan at England

Mahalanobis and Ramanujan

Ramanujan found an Indian friend in Prasanta Chandra
Mahalanobis. The reputed statistician Mahalanobis who would
go on to found the Indian Statistical Institute was then a fellow
student of Ramanujan at the King’s College, Cambridge.

Mahalanobis was intrigued by a problem and thought he’d try it
out on his friend. He asked, “Imagine that you are on a street
with houses marked 1 through n. There is a house in between,
say, numbered x , such that the sum of the house numbers to
left of it equals the sum of the house numbers to its right. If n is
between 50 and 500, what is x?”

Through trial and error, Mahalanobis had figured it out in a few
minutes. Ramanujan figured it out too, but with a twist.



Ramanujan at England

Mahalanobis and Ramanujan

“Please take down the solution,” he said and proceeded to
dictate a continued fraction. This wasn’t just the solution to the
particular problem, it was the solution to a whole class of
problems implicit in the puzzle.

This problem had a unique solution, 204;
1 + 2 + . . .+ 203 = 205 + 206 + . . .+ 288. But without the
50-500 constraint, there are many more. For example 6 is
another. Ramanujan’s continued fraction comprised within a
single expression all the correct answers.

Mahalanobis was astounded. How had Ramanujan done it, he
asked.



Ramanujan at England

Mahalanobis and Ramanujan

“Immediately I heard the problem it was clear that the solution
should obviously be a continued fraction; I then thought, which
continued fraction? And the answer came to my mind.”, replied
Ramanujan.



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s methods of working

The answer came to my mind. That was the glory of
Ramanujan - that so much came to him so readily. But from
where did he get the insight? Was it from the Divine voices as
he insisted, or through what Westerners might ascribe, to
“intuition”?

Hardy would write, “Here is a man who could work out modular
equations and theorems of complex multiplication, to orders
unheard of, whose mastery of continued fractions was...beyond
that of any mathematician in the world, who had found for
himself the functional equation of the Zeta-function, and the
dominant terms of many of the most famous problems in
analytic number theory; and he had never heard of a doubly
periodic function or of the Cauchy’s theorem, had but the



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s methods of working

vaguest idea of what a function of a complex variable was. His
ideas of a mathematical proof were of the most shadowy
description. All his results had been arrived at by a process of
mingled argument, intuition, and induction, of which he was
entirely unable to give any coherent account.”

However Ramanujan had to know some of the ways of
conventional mathematics, and Hardy took to himself the task
of teaching him. He would remark, “It was impossible to allow
him to go through life supposing that all the zeroes of the zeta
function were real. So I had to teach him, and in a measure I
succeeded, though obviously I learnt from him much more than
he learnt from me.”



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s methods of working

He would also note, “I was afraid too that, if I insisted unduly
on matters which Ramanujan found irksome, I might destroy his
confidence or break the spell of his inspiration.”

Teaching Ramanujan, mathematician Laurance Young has
written, “was like writing on a blackboard covered with excerpts
from a more interesting lecture.”



Ramanujan at England

Trinity College at Cambridge



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s personal life at England

Even though his mathematical spirits ran high, Ramanujan’s
mind and body were not at ease in England. He was an
orthodox Indian and could not adapt himself to foreign
conditions - be it food, clothing or climate.

He was a strict vegetarian and would not eat in the college
dining hall lest the cooks might cook meat and vegetables in
the same vessels. He had no option but to cook himself. And
now with his family missing, he would cook at very odd times or
skip meals altogether. Also the available food did not suit him
and he had to order food from India.

In the biting cold weather, Ramanujan would bath twice a day,
he would start his day with his fastidious morning rituals in his



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s personal life at England

traditional clothes and only then proceed to work. Once his
friend Mahalanobis found him shivering in his room, and would
show him how to use the English blanket.

He was never comfortable in western suits.

And in these matters nobody could understand or support him,
not even Hardy. His relation with Hardy was just limited to
mathematics. He found himself very lonely in England.

To make it worse, Ramanujan had arrived during the worst part
of the century. The World War I raged on. Cambridge university
had become more of a military ground. Many students and
professors left to join the war, Littlewood was one of them.
Ramanujan greatly missed their company.



Ramanujan at England

Ramanujan’s personal life at England

Ramanujan would write that if he did not get the fruits and
nutritious milk, his conditions would have been worse. But now
even the milk had become scarce.



Ramanujan at England

At Hospital

Naturally his conditions deteriorated. Ramanujan had to be
hospitalized.

But that made it only more difficult for him. He could not get
the food he desired, could not take his bath even once, had no
choice of changing clothes and so on.

What depressed him the most was that he lost his freedom to
do math, the only thing that he craved for. Sick and in the
hospital, he wrote an apology letter to Hardy for not doing any
math!

But soon he found a way out. He would go to the bath room
with a pen and paper every day for about an hour with the



Ramanujan at England

At Hospital

pretext of taking a bath (even though he was forbidden). There
he would write research papers to send Hardy.

Some of his “bath room” work include those on the
Ramanujan’s identities which were to be published in
Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society jointly with
L. J. Rogers.

On 6 Dec 1917, he was elected to the London Mathematical
Society. He became a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1918. He
was elected for his investigation in Elliptic functions and the
Theory of Numbers. It was Hardy who nominated him.

On 13 October 1918, he became the first Indian to be elected
a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.



Ramanujan at England

At Hospital

Once Hardy came to visit Ramanujan, noting down the taxi
number 1729. He felt disappointed with the number and hoped
it wasn’t a bad omen. “No, Hardy,” said Ramanujan. “It is a very
interesting number, it is the smallest number expressible as the
sum of two cubes in two different ways.”

The two different ways are 1729 = 13 + 123 = 93 + 103.



Last Days in India

Return to India

Ramanujan was diagnosed with tuberculosis and a severe
vitamin deficiency.

When no more treatment was possible, he returned to India on
March 13, 1919 after five years of stay in England.

Even though treatment continued in India, Ramanujan had
given up hopes for recovery.

But not his mathematics. In his last stages he discovered what
he called the mock theta functions and sent Hardy pages on
their properties.



Last Days in India

Return to India

They lay buried for more than 55 years until mathematician
George Andrews rediscovered them in 1976. They came to be
known as the Ramanujan’s Lost Notebook and caused a
fresh stir in the mathematical world.

Ramanujan left his body on 26 April 1920 at the age of 32.



Ramanujan - A Source of Inspiration

Ramanujan - A Source of Inspiration

But not his spirits. His notebooks, the results, the conjectures,
the hypotheses in there formed the basis of research for
mathematicians for generations to come.

As physicist and mathematician Freeman Dyson would say
many years later after being introduced to Ramanujan’s work
on congruence properties of the partition function, “He
[Ramanujan] discovered so much, and yet he left so much
more in his garden for other people to discover. In the forty-four
years since that happy day [introduction to Ramanujan’s work],
I have intermittently been coming back to Ramanujan’s garden.
Every time when I come back, I find fresh flowers blooming.”
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Ramanujan - A Source of Inspiration

And not only Dyson, many others were stunned by the
Ramanujan-Hardy partition formula. George Andrews, one who
rediscovered the Lost Notebook, remarked, “The first time I saw
this formula I could not believe it. The experience of seeing it
explained, and understanding how it took shape...convinced me
that this was the area of mathematics I wanted to pursue.”



Ramanujan for India

Ramanujan for India

Ramanujan is an inspiration to India - but also a rebuke. How
could we let him come so close to being lost. Why hadn’t he
gotten more encouragement in India? Why was it left to
foreigners to make him famous?

If his work had been recognized here as early as it was in
England, he might never have emigrated and might be alive
longer and contribute much more to us.

It is scandalous that even today India’s great men have to wait
for foreign recognition.
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Ramanujan for India

And how many more Ramanujan’s could India have produced,
had a student got recognition from the academic circle based
on the quality of research work, not on basis of degrees or
certificates held?

Can a student get a research fellowship, without any
pre-university degree or diploma, even today, 125 years after
Ramanujan was born?



Ramanujan - The Man who knew Infinity

The Man who knew Infinity

Many more questions like these may arise . What if Ramanujan
had been discovered earlier? What if he was born abroad?
What if he lived a century earlier?....and the list never ends.

In some sense, he is unique - no one can ever play his role.
What distinguishes Ramanujan from other mathematicians is
his profound and invincible originality.

The role of Hardy in the life and career of Ramanujan is
immeasurable, peerless and beyond praise.



Ramanujan - The Man who knew Infinity

The Man who knew Infinity

Rightly said by Hardy, “He [Ramanujan] would probably been a
greater mathematician if he had been caught and tamed a little
in his youth; he would have discovered more that was new, and
that no doubt, of greater importance. On the other hand he
would have been less of a Ramanujan, and more of a European
professor, and the loss might have been greater than the gain.”



Ramanujan - The Man who knew Infinity

I would like to conclude with the following words from the
Bhagvad Gita, Chapter 12, verse 14.

Santustah satatam yogi,
yatatma drdha-niscayah ,

mayy arpita-mano-buddhir ,
yo mad-bhaktah sa me priyah.

which means,
The one who is always satisfied, always connected with God,
who has complete control over the senses, has a firm
determination, and has dedicated his mind and intellect to the
service of the Lord, such a devotee is very dear to God.

And that rightly describes the man.
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